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ABSTRACT

On-line partial evaluation algorithms include a generalisation step, which is needed to ensure termination. In partial
evaluation of logic and functional programs, the usual generalisation operation applied to computation states is the
most speci c generalisation (msg) of expressions. This can
cause loss of information, which is especially serious in programs whose computations rst build some internal data
structure, which is then used to control a subsequent phase
of execution - a common pattern of computation. If the size
of the intermediate data is unbounded at partial evaluation
time then the msg will lose almost all information about its
structure. Hence the second phase of computation cannot
be e ectively specialised.
In this paper a generalisation based on regular approximations is presented. Regular approximations are recursive descriptions of term structure closely related to tree automata.
A regular approximation of computation states can be built
during partial evaluation. The critical point is that when
generalisation is performed, the upper bound on regular descriptions can be combined with the msg, thus preserving
structural information including recursively de ned structure. The domain of regular approximations is in nite and
hence a widening is incorporated in the generalisation to
ensure termination. An algorithm for partial evaluation
of logic programs, enhanced with regular approximations,
along with some examples of its use will be presented.
1.

INTRODUCTION

Partial evaluation algorithms involve a generalisation step,
which is a source of imprecision but is essential if termination is to be ensured. Loss of precision arises because the
generalisation step can discard aspects of computation states
that would have allowed specialisation in subsequent phases
of partial evaluation. As will be seen, the commonly used
most speci c generalisation (or msg) [25] is rather prone to
throw away potential specialisations. A generalisation based

on regular approximations, which can preserve much more
structural information, is presented here.
This paper is mainly concerned with on-line partial evaluation, where generalisation is applied on the y as computation states are encountered. In o -line partial evaluation
generalisation arises from an abstraction applied to all computation states. Regular approximations could be applied
as the abstraction in o -line partial evaluation but is not
discussed in this paper. Related ideas for binding-time analysis using tree grammars have been used by Mogensen [21].
Also, regular tree grammars were used by Jones and Muchnick [11] to analyse interprocedural data ow for programs
with recursive data structures such as the structure of the
stack of activation records in a language interpreter.
In on-line partial evaluation generalisation is applied whenever some state is recognised as being a version, according to
some criterion of similarity, of a previously produced state
(possibly an ancestor in the computation). Partial evaluation is then continued using the generalisation of the two
states. Similarity criteria have been based on homeomorphic
embedding, neighbourhoods, trace terms, loop prevention
strategies and related techniques [7; 14; 16; 26; 28; 29].
1.1 Connections Between Abstract Interpretation and Partial Evaluation

Several authors have made the connection between generalisation in partial evaluation and frameworks for abstract
interpretation [3; 5; 10; 15; 24]. The notion of similarity of
computation states can be linked to that of an abstract domain for describing computation states, while generalisation
corresponds to the computation of an upper bound of abstract states. Although this correspondence is clear, it has
proved dicult so far to identify general-purpose abstract
domains suitable for partial evaluation. In other words, a
good abstraction seems to be dynamic and dependent on a
particular computation.
The approach based on abstract interpretation promises in
the long run to unite on-line and o -line partial evaluation,
and provide a coherent framework for treating control of
unfolding and polyvariance. However, it is not yet obvious
how to contruct an abstract domain incorporating dynamic
features such as homeomorphic embeddings, loop detection
methods, trace terms and so on: yet these concepts seem to
be the right ones for getting good specialisation.
In this paper the key concepts of abstraction and upper
bound are introduced into an on-line partial evaluation algorithm. This has been suggested before [3; 5] but in this

paper a speci c abstraction based on regular sets of terms
is used and tested. Regular approximations are especially
useful because they relate closely with the concrete representations in an on-line partial evaluation algorithm.
1.2 Regular Approximation of Intermediate
States

One of the main motivations for improving the generalisation is provided by a common pattern of program execution; a rst phase of computation builds some internal data
structure, which is then used to drive a subsequent phase of
execution. Typical examples include the following.


A parser-generator constructs a parse tree and symbol
table, which are then used to guide code generation.



An interpreter for a language with procedure calls typically builds up code continuations as a stack of pieces
of code that are executed on procedure exit.



Graph-processing algorithms often require a preprocessing step to render a graph in a convenient form
rst.

When attempting to specialise such programs, the successful specialisation of the second phase depends completely
on propagating the results of specialising the rst phase. If
the number of possible results of the rst stage (at partial
evaluation time) is unknown, then generalisation is applied
to represent the set of results nitely. This generalisation
might well have thrown out the information needed to specialise the second phase.
For instance, the interpreter for procedures mentioned above
will have a continuation stack of unknown size where recursive procedures are allowed, if the depth of recursion is
unknown at partial evaluation time. The partial evaluator
must generalise an in nite number of possible code continuations. Using a generalisation based on msg the information
about continuations below some nite depth will be lost. To
illustrate this, suppose the continuation stack is represented
as a nested term; the msg of cont(code1, code2) and
cont(code1, cont(code1, code2)) is cont(code1,
X). Here X is a variable and destroys any chance of specialising the interpreter, since after some procedure exit the
interpreter continues with unknown code.
To anticipate the solution adopted in this paper, the continuation stacks in this example will be generalised using a
representation that preserves the recursive structure. The
continuation will be represented as X such that t(X) holds,
where t is de ned by the following regular logic program.
t(code2) <t(cont(Y,Z) <- t1(Y), t(Z)
t1(code1) <-

The regular unary predicates can be thought of as constraints on the values of variables. Then the unfolding mechanism during partial evaluation will be augmented to check
that the terms are consistent with these regular constraints.

2. REGULAR APPROXIMATIONS

From now on the terminology and notation of logic programming are adopted. The concepts of regular approximation
and type graphs[9; 8] are independent of any particular programming language, however.
A Regular Unary Logic (RUL) program is a set of clauses of
the following form.
t0 (f (X1 ; : : : ; Xn )) t1 (X1 ); : : : ; tn (Xn ) (n  0)
where X1 ; : : : ; Xn are distinct variables. A deterministic or
canonical RUL program is an RUL program in which no two
clause heads have a common instance.
It can be shown that RUL programs correspond to top-down
deterministic tree automata [1]; that is they can be used as
recognisers for term languages. Given any ground atom for
a unary predicate t, it is decidable whether it is accepted
(that is, succeeds) in a given RUL program. Conversely,
every unary predicate t in an RUL program P can be identi ed with the set of ground terms f (s1 ; : : : ; sn ) for which
t(f (s1 ; : : : ; sn )) succeeds in P . This will be called the success set of t in P . It is decidable whether the success set
of t in P is empty. A set of terms is regular (top-down deterministic regular) if and only if it can be de ned as the
success set of a unary predicate in an RUL (deterministic
RUL) program. The special unary predicate any has the
set of all terms as its success set.
2.1 Intersection and Tuple-Distributive Union
of Regular Sets

The intersection and union of regular sets of terms have direct counterparts in RUL programs. If t1 and t2 are unary
predicates in an RUL program P with success sets S1 and
S2 respectively, then there is an RUL program P00 and predicates t3 ; t4 such that the success set of t3 in P is S1 \ S2
and the success set of t4 in P 0 is S1 [ S2 .
However, the union of predicates in deterministic RUL programs does not in general result in deterministic RUL programs. For instance, the sets ff (a; b)g, ff (c; d)g and their
union ff (a; b); f (c; d)g could be represented by t1 , t2 and t3
respectively below.
t1(f(X,Y)) <- s1(X), s2(Y)
s1(a) <s2(b) <t2(f(X,Y)) <- r1(X), r2(Y)
r1(c) <r2(d) <-

t3(f(X,Y)) <- s1(X), s2(Y)
t3(f(X,Y)) <- r1(X), r2(Y)

The clauses for t3 are non-deterministic since the heads for
clauses de ning t3 have a common instance. The tupledistributive union of two deterministic predicates is given
by predicate t4 below.
t4(f(X,Y)) <- w1(X), w2(Y)
w1(a) <w1(c) <-

t2([X|Y]) <- s(X), t3(Y)
w2(b) <w2(d) <-

The tuple-distributive union is not de ned formally here
[20; 30]. Notice that the success set of t4 includes f (a; d)
and f (c; b) as well as the union, but it is the smallest set
containing the union that can be represented using a deterministic RUL program. Thus unlike string languages and
conventional nite automata, in which a non-deterministic
automaton can be translated to an equivalent deterministic one, determinacy is a restriction in tree automata. On
the other hand the intersection of deterministic predicates
is itself deterministic.
Given any term f (t) (where t is a tuple of arguments) there
exists an RUL program with some unary predicate w such
that the success set of w in the program is the set of all
instances of f (t). This is called the RUL representation of
an atom. For example, the RUL representation of the term
f (g(a); h(X )) is as follows.
t(f(X,Y)) <- w1(X), w2(Y)
w1(g(X)) <- w3(X)
w2(h(X)) <- any(X)
w3(a) <-

2.2 Widening

The set of all deterministic regular sets of terms over a nite signature forms a lattice with the subset ordering. The
join operation is the tuple-distributive union. Clearly the
lattice has in nite height. In static analyses over the lattice
monotonically increasing sequences representing successive
approximations are generated. Thus a widening is needed
in order to ensure convergence of such sequences. Several
widenings have been suggested [9; 2; 6; 8], and their properties analysed [19]. Informally, a widening is employed
to introduce recursive de nitions into RUL programs. For
instance the sequence of predicates representing the sets
f[]g; f[]; [a]g; f[]; [a]; [a; a]g; : : : could be widened to the set
de ned by predicate t1 below.
t1([]) <t1([X|Y]) <- s(X), t1(Y)
s(a) <-

t3([]) <s(a) <-

Here t1 depends on (calls) t2 and the success set of t2 is
f[]; [a]g which is contained in the success set of t1. Hence,
we would form a recursive de nition by replacing the occurrence of t2 by t1 in the body of the clause for t1, giving the
recursive de nition of t1 shown above.
This method was used [27] but it is in fact not a true widening as it does not guarantee convergence, as proved by Mildner [19]. However, as noted by Mildner, it appears to converge in all practical cases. A true widening for type graphs
such as the one invented by Van Hentenryck et al. [8] could
be used to guarantee termination in all cases.
3. THE BASIC PARTIAL EVALUATION
ALGORITHM

A basic partial evaluation algorithm [5] takes as input a program and a goal and computes a set of atoms. Each iteration
of the main loop of the program applies unfolding (partial
evaluation) to the atoms in the current set, yielding a set
of resultants. The atoms in the resultants are generalised
(to ensure termination) and any new atoms (after generalisation) are added to the current set.
The output set of atoms at termination is closed [18], in the
sense that applying one iteration of the algorithm to the set
yields only atoms in the set. The algorithm is parameterised
by an unfolding rule (the local control) and a generalisation operation (the global control). The latter operation
determines the polyvariance (number of di erent versions
of predicates) in the partially evaluated program, as well as
ensure termination, since it incorporates some similarity criterion which is used for deciding how many versions of each
program point appear in the specialised program.
The algorithm is naive in the sense that the ith iteration
applies partial evaluation to the whole set of atoms Ai . In
practice only the new atoms (those generated for the rst
time on the previous iteration) need to be unfolded, but this
obscures the presentation of the algorithm.
The algorithm presented below is an enhancement of the
basic algorithm, in which the set of atoms is replaced by a
set of objects that will be called R-atoms.
3.1 R-Atoms and their Representation

The idea of widening is that the \growing" list is detected by
comparing successive elements of the sequence; a recursive
de nition is introduced accordingly. In our implementation,
recursive approximations are introduced by searching for a
predicate t1 that \depends on" another predicate t2 such
that the success set of t2 is contained in that of t1 , and t1
has the same function symbols in its clause head as t2 does.
An illustration is provided by the representation of the set
f[]; [a]; [a; a]g.
t1([]) <t1([X|Y]) <- s(X), t2(Y)
t2([]) <-

An R-atom is, in e ect, an atom with some regular constraints on its arguments. An R-atom is represented by a
set of clauses fp(t) w1 (X1 ); : : : ; wk (Xk )g [ R where t is
a tuple of terms, X1 ; : : : ; Xk are the distinct variables in t
and R is a deterministic RUL program de ning the predicates w1 ; : : : ; wk (and any of their subsidiary predicates).
Note that the clause p(t) w1 (X1 ); : : : ; wk (Xk ) above is
not itself a regular unary clause, since p is not in general
a unary predicate but rather a predicate from the program
being partially evaluated. Furthermore, the arguments of
p (namely t) can be terms of any depth, and variables can
appear in t more than once.
An R-atom of this form represents any atom p(t) where
the substitution  is fX1 =s1 ; : : : ; Xk =sk g and wj (sj ) is in
the success set of wj in R, for 1  j  k. The atom p(t) will

INPUT: a program P and atomic goal G
OUTPUT: a set of R-atoms
begin

A := the R-atom corresponding to G
S0 := fAg
i := 0
repeat

end

S new := unfold(Si ) new
Si+1 := generalise(S ; Si )
i := i + 1
until Si = Si,1

Figure 1: Basic PE Algorithm Modi ed for R-atoms
be called the skeleton of the R-atom, and the clause p(t)
w1 (X1 ); : : : ; wk (Xk ) will be called the skeleton clause. The
conjunction w1 (X1 ); : : : ; wk (Xk ) can be considered as \regular constraints" on the head atom p(t).
Any atom can be represented as an R-atom. Let p(t) be an
atom containing variables Y1 ; : : : ; Yk . The R-atom for p(t)
is given by the single (skeleton) clause
p(t) any(Y1 ); : : : ; any(Yk )
For convenience each R-atom is self-contained in this presentation. This is, all the RUL clauses associated with the skeleton clause of an R-atom are contained within the R-atom. In
practice di erent R-atoms could share RUL clauses. However, a global RUL store for all R-atoms introduces complications when widening, since widening can apply to some
predicate arguments (the ones that are \growing") but not
to others.
3.2 Partial Evaluation Extended with Regular
Approximation

The changes to the basic algorithm all follow from the modi cation of atoms to R-atoms. In brief, the changes are as
follows: each of these enhancements is described fully and
illustrated later.
 Firstly the unfolding operation applied to atoms in the
basic algorithm is altered to apply to R-atoms. Unfolding is applied to the head of the skeleton clause of the
R-atom. Any substitutions that arise during unfolding are applied to the body of the skeleton clause, and
the consistency of these substitutions with the corresponding RUL program is checked.
 Secondly, each iteration of the algorithm generates a
new set of R-atoms by projecting the regular constraints onto the atoms resulting from unfolding.
 Thirdly, in the generalisation operation, R-atoms are
compared according to the similarity criterion and the
upper bound is computed for similar R-atoms, making
use of the tuple-distributive upper bound, with widening applied to the result.
The enhanced algorithm has the form shown in Figure 1.
Let S1 ; S2 be sets of R-atoms. The functions unfold(S1 )
and generalise(S1 ; S2 ) are operations on sets of R-atoms.
They are explained in Sections 3.3 and 3.5.

3.3 Unfolding R-Atoms

Let A be an R-atom with skeleton clause
p(t1 ) w1 (Y1 ); : : : ; wk (Yk ):
To unfold A, the atom p(t) is rst unfolded nitely in the
usual way, yielding resultants p(t)1 Q1 ; : : : ; p(t)m
Qm . th
The j resultant p(t)j Qj is inconsistent if the constraint (w1 (Y1 ); : : : ; wk (Yk ))j has no solution in the RUL
program contained in the R-atom. This can be tested by unfolding (w1 (Y1 ); : : : ; wk (Yk ))j with the RUL clauses until
no constant or function symbols appear in the conjunction
and then checking the non-emptiness of the intersection of
any sets of unary atoms containing the same variable. If
some such intersection is empty then the unfolding fails.
Thus the regular approximation in the R-atom prunes out
those resultants that are inconsistent with the regular descriptions.
Example

Let an R-atom be given as follows; the rst clause is the
skeleton clause.
p(X,Y) <- t1(X), t2(Y)
t1(a) <t1(f(X)) <-

t1(X)

t2(b) <t2(f(X)) <- t2(X)

Suppose p(X,Y) is unfolded yielding the resultants
p(Z,Z) <- q(Z)
p(f(X1),f(Y1)) <- p(X1,Y1)

The corresponding substitutions X/Z, Y/Z and X/f(X1),
are applied to the regular constraint (that is, the
body of the skeleton clause) t1(X), t2(Y), giving t1(Z),
t2(Z) and t1(f(X1)), t2(f(Y1)). The rst of these is
inconsistent as the intersection of t1 and t2 is empty. (Note
that a predicate t de ned by the single clause form t(f(X))
<- t(X) is empty since no atom for t succeeds). The second resultant is consistent since t1(f(X1)), t2(f(Y1))
unfolds to t1(X1), t2(Y1) and this has a solution (such
as X1/a, Y1/b. Hence only the second resultant would be
returned.
Let A be an R-atom. De ne resultants(A) to be the set of
resultants obtained by unfolding A and eliminating inconsistent resultants. The function is extended
S to apply to sets of
R-atoms, where resultants(S ) = fresultants(A) j A 2
S g.

Y/f(Y1)

3.4 Projecting R-Atoms from Resultants

A set of R-atoms is derived from the resultants. Let Bj be
an atom in the body of a resultant p(t)1 B1 ; : : : ; Bm .
Then an R-atom for Bj is derived by projecting the regular
constraints associated with the resultant onto the variables
of Bj .

Example

Let <- q(a,X),r(Y,b) be the body of a resultant and
suppose the unfolded regular constraint for this resultant is
t1(X),t2(X),t3(Y) where the RUL program de ning the
unary predicates is:
t1(a) <t1(b) <t1(f(X)) <- t1(X)

p(a) <-

Then their upper bound is given by the R-atom below.
p(X) <- t(X)
t(a) <t(b) <-

t3(c) <t4

is the inter-

q(a,X) <- t4(X)
t4(b) <t4(f(X)) <-

First a trivial example is shown to give the basic idea. Let
two R-atoms be given as follows.
p(b) <-

t2(b) <t2(c) <t2(f(X)) <- t2(X)

Then the R-atom for q(a,X) is as follows.
section of t1 and t2.

Example

t4(X)

The R-atom for r(Y,b) is as follows.
r(Y,b) <- t3(Y)

A somewhat more complex example illustrates some of the
more subtle features of the upper bound.
Example

Let two R-atoms be given as follows.
% first R-atom
p(f(a),X,a) <- t1(X)
t1([]) <t1([X|Xs]) <- t2(X), t1(Xs)

t3(c) <-

The operator unfold(S ) in Figure 1 where S is a set of
R-atoms can now be de ned. unfold(S ) is the set of all
R-atoms projected from the resultants in resultants(S ).
3.5 Upper Bound of R-Atoms

Let A1 and A2 be two R-atoms with skeleton clauses p(t1 )
w1 (Y1 ); : : : ; wk (Yk ) and p(t2 ) v1 (Z1 ); : : : ; vl (Zl ) respectively where the skeleton clauses are renamed apart so that
they have no variable in common. Assume that the upper
bound is computed only between R-atoms whose skeletons
have the same predicate in the head. Let A^ be an msg of
p(t1 ) and p(t2), such that A^ contains no variable in common
with p(t1) and p(t2 ). Then there are substitutions 1 and 2
^ 1 = p(t1 ) and A
^ 2 = p(t2 ). Furthermore every
such that A
variable in A^ is bound in both 1 and 2 .
For each variable X in A^, let X=r1 and X=r2 be bindings
in 1 and 2 respectively. Now r1 and r2 are subterms of
p(t1 ) and p(t2 ) respectively, possibly containing variables
whose values are described by (some of) the unary predicates
fw1 ; : : : ; wk ; v1 ; : : : ; vl g. Thus r1 and r2 each corresponds to
a regular set of terms. For each such pair of terms, an RUL
program with a new unary predicate tX can be constructed,
making use of the de nitions of fw1 ; : : : ; wk ; v1 ; : : : ; vl g,
such that the success set of tX is the tuple-distributive union
of the sets corresponding to r1 and r2 .
The procedure for constructing the de nition of tX rst constructs two clauses
tX1 (r1 ) wp1 (Yp1 ); : : : ; wpr (Ypr )
and
tX2 (r2 ) vq1 (Zq1 ); : : : ; vqm (Zqm )
where Yp1 ; : : : ; Ypr and Zq1 ; : : : ; Zqm are the variables occurring in r1 and r2 respectively. These clauses can then be
converted to RUL form in a straightforward way, and the
tuple-distributive union of tX1 and tX2 can be computed.

t2(a) <% second R-atom
p(f(f(a)),Z,f(a)) <- t3(Z)
t3([]) <t3([X|Xs]) <- t4(X), t3(Xs)
t4(b) <-

The msg of

p(f(a),X,a) and p(f(f(a)),Z,f(a)) is
p(f(Y),W,Y). The bindings for Y to obtain the original
atoms are Y/a and Y/f(a); the bindings for W are W/X and
W/Z. The upper bound of the terms bound to Y is given by
predicate t5.
t5(a) <t5(f(X)) <- t6(X)
t6(a)

The upper bound of the terms bound to W is computed by
nding the upper bounds of the predicates t1 and t3. This
gives the nal R-atom as follows.
p(f(Y),W,Y) <- t5(Y),t7(W)
t5(a) <t5(f(X)) <- t6(X)
t6(a)
t7([]) <t7([X|Xs]) <- t8(X), t7(Xs)
t8(a) <t8(b) <-

The example shows that, although the tuple-distributive
union discards some argument dependencies, the msg retains
some dependency information. Thus, the upper bound includes atoms such as p(f(a),[b,a],a) which was not in
either of the original R-atoms. However the repeated occurrence of Y returned by the msg ensures that the same term
has to occur within the rst and third arguments.
The operation generalise in the algorithm in Figure 1 is dened as follows. Let S be a set of R-atoms: partition S into a
nite number of disjoint non-empty sets fS1 ; : : : ; Sk g. Each
partition consists of \similar" R-atoms - the partitioning determines the polyvariance of the nal specialised program and within each partition the R-atoms have the same predicate. Then generalise(S; S 0 ) = widen(fA1 ; : : : ; Ak g; S 0 )
where A1 ; : : : ; Ak are the upper bounds of S1 ; : : : ; Sk respectively and widen is a widening operator. S 0 is the set
of R-atoms returned by the previous iteration of the algorithm.
4.

EXAMPLE

The example in this section shows specialisation of an interpreter with respect to an imperative program in a small imperative language with assignments, if-then-else statements,
and procedures with parameters by value. The interpreter
describes a small-step operational semantics of this language
as described earlier [23] using a variable environment, the
program abstract syntax tree, and a stack of activation records. The language is purposefully simple to focus on what
is new in the approach to partial evaluation, namely regular approximations, rather than to obscure it with complex parameter passing methods, scope rules and aliasing.
A statement(E,P,St) predicate de nes the meaning of
program P1 with current variable environment E2 and stack
of activation records St. Next, the logic program de ning
the semantics3 of our imperative language is presented.
statement(Env,[],fin) <statement(Env,[skip|Prg],St) <statement(Env,Prg,St)
statement(Env,[assign(X,Expr)|Prg],St) <a_expr(Env,Expr,Vl),
update(Env,Env1,X,Vl),
statement(Env1,Prg,St)
statement(Env,[if(B_test,S1,S2)|Prg],St) <b_expr(Env,B_test,true),
compose(S1,Prg,SPrg),
statement(Env,SPrg,St)
statement(Env,[if(B_test,S1,S2)|Prg],St) <b_expr(Env,B_test,false),
compose(S2,Prg,SPrg),
statement(Env,SPrg,St)
statement(Env,[call(Prc_n,Arg)|Prg],St) <address(Prg,Ad),
code(Prc_n,proc(Actls,Prc_b)),
a_expr(Env,Arg,Vl),
vars(Env,Env1,Actls,Vl,R),

1 The program is given as an abstract syntax tree.
2 Note that the output variable environment is not observ-

able. However, the meta-interpreter can easily be modi ed
to show the output variable environment upon exit of program
execution.
3 For the sake of brevity we omit the de nition of some of
the environment handling predicates.

statement(Env1,Prc_b,fr(R,Ad,St))
statement(Env,[rtn|_],fr(R,Ad,St)) <restore(Env,Env1,R),
code_id_cont(Env1,Ad,St)

Every time a procedure call is executed a frame is pushed
onto the stack, containing information about the current
variables and the address of the next statement where execution resumes upon return from the called procedure. In
addition, the value of the formals is passed to the actuals
and variable scope is updated accordingly. The following
clauses de ne some of the predicates needed for specialisation. Henceforth, they are added to the interpreter above.
address([],1) <address([assign(f,times(f,a)),rtn],2) <code(fac,proc(a,
[if(gt(n,0),[assign(n,minus(n,1)),
call(fac,n),
assign(f,times(f,a))],
[skip]),
rtn])) <code_id_cont(N,1,TrP) <statement(N,[],TrP)
code_id_cont(N,2,TrP) <statement(N,[assign(f,times(f,a)),rtn],TrP)
code_id_cont(N,3,TrP) <statement(N,[assign(f,plus(f,a))],TrP)
...(possibly other continuation definitions)

Now specialise the interpreter with respect to a procedure
call (factorial) with input environment having three variables, namely n, f and a and initial value 1 and 12 for f
and a, respectively; and fin as initial value of the activation
record stack. Such information is encoded into the query
<-statement([_,1,12],[p(1,call(fac,n))],fin).
After specialisation with respect to the query above, the following residual program is obtained.
statement(X1) <statement_2(X1,12,1,fin)
statement_2(X1,X2,X3,X4) <X1>0,
statement_3(X1,X2,X3,X4)
statement_2(X1,X2,X3,X4) <X1=<0,
statement_4(X1,1,X1,fr(a(X2),X3,X4))
statement_3(X1,X2,X3,X4) <X5 is X1-1,
statement_5(X5,X1,X2,X3,X4)
statement_4(X1,X2,X3,fr(a(X4),X5,X6)) <code_id_cont_8(X1,X2,X4,X5,X6)
statement_5(X1,X2,X3,X4,X5) <statement_2(X1,X2,2,fr(a(X3),X4,X5))
statement_7(X1,X2,X3,X4) <X5 is X2*X3,
statement_4(X1,X5,X3,X4)
code_id_cont_8(X1,X2,X3,1,fin) <write([X1,X2,X3])
code_id_cont_8(X1,X2,X3,2,X4) <statement_7(X1,X2,X3,X4)

Existing specialisers [13; 26] are unable to obtain a satisfactory specialisation in the presence of accumulators, namely
the stack of activation records. That is, information stored
in the stack of activation records would be lost upon generalisation, and the residual program would be too general, potentially containing the whole interpreter. In this
example the residual program does not contain code for
the code_id_cont(_,3,_) because the procedure factorial does not contain the statements that this continuation
de nes. By contrast, specialisers based on plain generalisation include such a redundant code, form the point of view of
the specialisation query. In this case regular approximations
prevent information loss during generalisation.
5.

CONCLUSIONS

The work presented here is an advance in itself, but also illustrates a more general framework for partial evaluation in
which abstractions and constraints can be integrated within
a \concrete" partial evaluation algorithm. The abstract domain (regular approximations in this case) are used to prune
resultants and to preserve information during generalisation
steps. Arithmetic constraints were already used in a similar role in other systems [12], [22]. In general an abstract
domain is not de ned over the same signature as the concrete program; for instance, the domain might be modes or
types. In such cases, a concrete substitution arising during
unfolding a concrete atom would have to be abstracted before checking its consistency with the abstract constraint,
but this is a small modi cation to the method shown here.
In the paper it was shown that information that would normally be lost by an msg operator would be preserved by
using regular approximations as additional constraints on
a set of atoms. The msg was still used, and so the use of
regular approximations strictly increases precision. Regular
approximation was computed only for those terms that were
removed during the msg operation.
Regular approximations could be integrated with other partial evaluation algorithms such as Conjunction Partial Evaluation [17]. The variables in conjunctions could be constrained by regular predicates in the same fashion.
Staying within the algorithm based on regular approximation, precision can be gained in several ways.
 Nondeterministic RUL programs could be allowed. As
seen in Section 2 deterministic RUL programs are less
expressive than non-deterministic RUL programs.
 Answer substitutions and other bottom-up computations could be combined with the top-down unfolding algorithm described here. The resulting algorithm
would bear a much closer resemblance to a general
purpose top-down abstract interpreter, in which both
call substitutions and answer substitutions are derived.
Assuming a left-to-right computation rule, each iteration of the algorithm collects atoms from resultants
only when an answer has already been computed for
the atoms to the left in the resultant. The use of
regular approximation could increase precision significantly here. Consider a clause body of the form
p(X; Y ); q(Y; Z ) where X is \input", p is some preprocessing stage which passes an intermediate result Y to
q. Then a regular approximation of the answers to
Y would help to specialise q(Y; Z ). Conjunctive partial evaluation is another approach to the problem of





maintaining dependencies between atomic goals that
share variables.
Widening could be delayed or applied selectively. Similar considerations apply in abstract interpretation algorithms with widening.
Regular approximations have been extended with constraints [27], allowing more precise descriptions of sets
of terms, such as sorted lists. Arithmetic constraints
with the convex hull upper bound, and Boolean constraints are potentially useful constraint domains.

5.1 Implementation

The implementation of the algorithm presented here was
based on the SP system [4] for the basic partial evaluation
algorithm and the regular approximation tools [6] for the
operations concerning the handling of RUL programs. The
code runs in SICStus Prolog and is available from the authors.
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